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Educational innovation in
English-as-a-second-language (ESL) should promote control of the
profession by those who practice it. ESL teachers should Provide the
criteria by which they wish to be evaluated and by which a
conscientious teacher can evaluate her own performance. The members
of the Florida affiliate of Teachers of English to Speakers of Other
Languages (IESOL) have undertaken the process of developing criteria
for ESL teacher behavior in academic skills and in classroom
management skills. The specifications are written in behavioral
terms, complete with the condition under which these behaviors are to
be performed and the criteria by which they are evaluated. The
Florida TESOL members discuss the specifications in face-to-face
meetings whenever possible. The current list of criteria, awaiting a
fourth revision, is included here. (VM)
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PERFORMANCE CRITERIA FOR TEACHERS:

DESIGN OF A MODEL FOR INNOVATION

Richard R. Lee

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH. EDUCATION
& WELFARE

OFFICE OF EDUCATION
THIS DOCUMENT HAS BEEN REPRODUCED
EXACTLY AS RECEIVED FROM THE PERSON OR
ORGANIZATION ORIGINATING IT POINTS OF
VIEW OR OPINIONS STATED DO NOT NECES
SARILY REPRESENT OFFICIAL OFFICE OF EDU
CATION POSITION OR POLICY

It's hard to find the person who don't feel that education needs
changinc. There is enouch public demand for titles like Crisis
in the Classroom and How Children Fail to make it profitable to
publish them in paperback. Every election for members of the
school board precipitates another public discussion about what's

wrong with our schools. Among educators themselves, there is
no less sense of urcency to change, to improve, to make the schools

better.

The person who sets out to influence education is also going to

find the halls crowded with others of like intent. Congress sends
seed money for innovative programs. State legislatures encourage

here and punish there by their allocation of state revenues. The

individual citizen votes for or against school bond issues and talks

with school administrators and the school board. Who shall teach,
and what the teachers shall know is the concern of schools of education

and state credentialing departments. What the s'cudent shall study is
influenced by textbook adoption boards, the books published by commercial

publishers, and by curriculum guideline committees that stretch from
national professional organizations, through state departments of

education, through local curriculum committees and finally through

itr) the preferences of the classroom teacher.

cr A central axiom of this paper is that while education is an enormous

(4.
and complex system, the heart of the system is the classroom. There,
in relative privacy, teachers and students act out their roles. After
the bell rings and the door is closed, all of the other forces impinging
on education f:?,de into irrelevance -Aihen compared with the importance of



the teacher's transactions with her studants. Sicni-:-icz:nt change in

education happens only when there is a sicnificant chance in the teacher's

behavior.

Conc--;rn has been expressed within TESOL for the up-cradina of English

to speakers of other languages. In her presidential address in 1971,

Mary Finnochiaro reiterated this concern, and urged that efforts be
expended in four areas: the development of better teaching materials,

more precise tests, more detailed curriculum and the continuing
development of guidelines for teacher qualification and teacher training.1

There is no question that development in these four areas is desirable.

The question arises, however, of efficiency. TESCL is still small,
and the work is necessarily distruted among a relatively few people.
It is reasonable to ask where the effort which goes into the development

of the profession will effect the greatest change in the quality of teaching.

Guidelines for teacher qualification and training have long been used to

up-grade teaching in American education. As a means of effecting change,

however, guidelines have limitations. First, they are enforceable only
upon teachers coming into the system. The effect is to defer change while
teachers retire, to be replaced by those trained under the new guidelines.
During the 1950's and 60's, schools were growing rapidly enough to modify
the constraining effect of the pipe line. However, the baby boom is over
and the rate of school expansion has slowed with the result that the average

teacher is now still more than 25 years from retirement. 2 That's a
long time to wait for change. Too, guidelines can be implemented in a
meaningful way only by the gatekeepers: the 50 state certification offices
and the more than 1200 schools of education. Each one, of course, is

inclined to weigh guidelines against many other sources of influence, not

the least of which is tradition. The demographics and politics of education
weaken and postpone the potential for change in guidelines for the selection

and preparation of teachers.



Other factors also dilute one-shot efforts to improve the teaching

of English as a second languace. The nationai organization can

develop new and better teaching material, but the final product must

compete in the marketplace of commercial publishing along with

other material, all of it attractively packaged and ably promoted.
The national organization can develop a sanctioned curriculum, but

the curricula actually taucht in the classroom are inevitably inter-
preted by the convictions and. interests of the teachers who implement

them. But the strongest objection to any of these innovations, new
ouidelines, new materials, or new curricula, is that they do not
touch the most important issue in teaching, the way that teachers

teach.

In addition to avoiding dilution, innovation in ESL should also promote

control of the profession by those who practice it. This kind of effort
exchanges one-shot efforts for on-going improvement. First, ESL
teachers are evaluated by administrators who often know nothing

about ESL. This fact of life cannot be altered suddenly, but if it
is to be effected, we will_ have to provide the criteria by which we

want others to evaluate us. We also need to develop our own behavioral

specifications of what a good ESL teacher can do because these

specifications are the mechanism"by which a conscientious teacher

can check her own performance and hence take responsibility for her

own ongoing development as a professional.

Parenthetically, it should also be noted that the movement called

accountability in education is in fact the demand that teacher evaluation--

and hence control-- be moved from the school to some higher level of

organization more responsive to the legislative organizations that control
the funds. Accountability in education also means that education is coming

to be measured in the same way as any other sector of the economy, in

terms of costs and productivity. It is in our own interest to develop
evaluative cri:eria more explicit than those of the manacers.
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With these considerations in mind, the Florida affiliate of TESOL
addressed itself directly to the central problem in classroom
instruction: teacher behavior. VI-- work on the assumption that

real chance comes only when the people who chance are directly

and continuously involved. Whether writing curricula, or specifying
what the competent teacher can n, the benefit accrues to the people

who do the work. For that reason, we did not invite the experts to
tell us what we should be doing. Inst.ead, we have met face to face

in various locations over the past eighteen months to develop a

list of specificatiOns of teachei- behaviors. The list is in two parts,
academic skills and classroom management skills. Many of our
18C members cannot attend all of the meetings, partly for reasons

of geography. After each meeting, bnother vei'sion of our specifi-
cations are edited and mailed out to all members, who are encouraged

to react by mail if they cannot attend the neXt meeting.

From the beginning, we have written these specifications in behavioral

terms, complete with the condition under which these behaviors are

to be performed, and the criteria by which they are to be evaluated. 3

We have avoided, at considerable expense of effort, the ambiguities of

"The teacher shall meet the student's needs." in favor of statements
about classroom management like this: "Within 30 minutes of a new
student's entry into an ESL class, T (for "teacher") elicits from at
least three other students the correct answer to the question, "What's
his name?". The wording of the second statement operationalizes the

ideal in the first one, makes it approachable, and improves the liklihood
that teachers will act out their ideals.

We also recognize that the creation of teacher specifications by
evolution permits disagreement to surface about means ana ends in

ESL. We admit that we are operating on imperfect information. We
could wait for somebody else to specify second-lanauaae competence before



we specify the best way to cet him there. However, there is encourage-
ment in the fact that lancuace teaching has procedea for 2500 years with

some success without that information. By stating what the teachr can
do, under what conditions, and to what level of proficiency, each difference
of opinion becomes a testable hypothesis. There has been intense debate

over what kind of grammar, if any, is most desirable for the teacher to
know, i.e., is most instrumental to her ability to impart a language to
students. We do not know, but we have the feeling that she should be

able to demonstrate the following academic skill, according to one of

the included criteria:
Given a written declarative sentence at least fifteen words long,
which contains a relative clause, a participial phrase, and at
least two prepositional phrases, T writes a description of its
syntax in the notation of one of the following schools of syntactic
description:

a. school grammar, with the Reed-Kellog diagram
b. immediate-constituent analysis
c. transformational branching-tree diagram
d. stratificational grammar

or any other system of syntactic analysis described in detail in
print.

That objective is no guarantee of good teaching, but it represents a variety

of intuitions among the membership about the academic knowledge that

the teacher should be able to demonstrate. The objective represents

clearly formulated differences of opinion. There is no healthier state
of affairs in any profession.

We are also aware that we can formulate objectives which we cannot

yet meet. These objectives focus our dissatisfaction and suggest the

content of in-service workshops and individual study. Nor are the 30
objectives that we have presently developed in any way complete. The

30 included here are the result of a third revision, and items for a
fourth revision are awaiting editing. In our view, the process of devetcping

the objectives is more important than the product that will evolve, although

it too has its uses. Florida is movino toward teacher certification by
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demonstration of competence. When the new credentialing system is

-implemented, the competencies will have been specified by the practicing

professionals themselves. One incidental result will be that when young

teachers come into the schools, they will find not the old fogies, but
experienced teachers with whom they share common competencies.

What has been outlined here is a process, not a product, developed

by one affiliate to define the profession as we see it according to our
present light. We know that light changes, particularly in education.
The items that we have developed so far are useful to us, or to any

other organization, to the extent that they stimulate further examina-
tion of what the fully competent teacher of ESL can already do. The
most important element in the educational system is what teachers do

with students. Through the process outlined above, the state affiliates
seem to be the organizations most capable of working genuine and

lasting change in the teaching of English as a second language.



FOOTNOTES

Mr. Lee is Assistant Professor of Communication at the Florida c;tate
University, and past president of the Florida Association of TESOL.

1 Finocchiaro, Marv, "TESCL Presidential Report to the Membership
1971," TESCL Newsletter, V (June, 1971).

2The American Almanac, Grosset & Dunlap (New York), 1971.
3The format is taken from the five-part planning objective in Robert J.

Kibler, Larry L. Barker and David T. Miles, Behavioral Objectives
and Instruction, Allyn & Bacon (Boston), 1970.
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1. From memory, T writes or speaks four lines of dialog in a
non-native language.

2. Upon hearing a spoken rc,quest for a body movement or for
social information in a non-native lancuage, T performs the action
or says the information in the foreign language.

3. From memory, T writes two defining characteristics of
five styles of speech, according to Gleason, Lincluistics and Fnolish
Grammar, Joss, The Five Clocks, or.Halliday, Macintosh and Strevins,
Linguistics and Language Machina.

4. Given a written declarative sentence at least fifteen words
long, and which contains a relative clause, a participial phrase and
at least two prepositional phrases, T writes a description of its syntax
in the notation of one of the following schools of syntactic description:

a. school grammar, with the Reed-Kellogg diagram
b. immediate constituent analysis
c. transformational branching-tree diagram
d. stratificational grammar

OR any other school of syntactic analysis described in detail in print.

5. Given an English sentence written in conventional spelling,
T underlines all sounds which would pose phonemic interference for
speakers of a foreign language specified by S. The answer will cite
a .specific study in contrastive analysis,

6. Given a written English sentence r underlines all constructions
which would pose syntactic or lexical interference for speakers of a
foreign language specified by S. 'The answer will cite a specific study
in contrastive analysis.

7. Given written examples of exceptions to broad, general trans-
formational possibilities in English, T writes three additional examples
of each type of exception. For example:

a. "said goodby to him," which is not permutable to *"said him
goodbye."

b. "filled his glass for him," which is not permutable to *"filled
for him his g7ass."

c. "John had a cold," which cannot be passivised into *"A cold
was had by John."

d. The short answer, "He is.", which cannot be contracted to
"He's."
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8. From memory, T v:ritos thrce vocabulary test itcms., thLlt
utilize three different tc,F,t l'ormats from either David Harris'
Engli..,h as a c--,e:.-ond or another 5..ource more rece2n . The

. _

items L-Mall meet th:, quality criteria specified in Harris.

9. In 30 minutes and eiven an expository pa7,sage in Enlish no
more than 500 words long, T vyrites objective te: Items (multiple
choice or fill-in) for each of the first three levels specified in the
Taxonomy of Educational Cbjctives, Cognitive Domain. The questions
viill be worded to reflect the same knowledge of Enolish demanded by
the expository passage.

10. Given a one-paragraph description of a teaching technique, T
writes the level of cog:--)itive activity required for the student to accomplish
the objective implicit in the technique, according to the six levels in
Bloom'o -:-.:onomy of Educational Goals, Cognitive Domain, or if the
technique requires sub-coonitive behavior, the teacher shall so indicate.

11. After examinin any text or package of instructional materials
for twenty minutes, T writes which of three general schools of foreign-
language teaching methodology it most clearly belongs to (crammar-
translation, audio-lingual, cognitive code) and shall write five sentences
containing the distinguishing characteristics that motivated the classi-
fication.

From memory, T lists the names of six professional publications
in which she would be likely to find references or advertisement of new
classroom texts and other teaching material for English as a Second
Language.

13. In two hours, from memory, T writes a:summary of trends in
ESL teaching methodology which will reflect the most current issue of
the Britanicca Review of ForeignLanguage Education. The report shall
identify at least four major schools of thought in .methodology, excluding
eclectisism, and operationally describe at least two kinds of activities
associated with the currently most promising or ascendent school of
thought.

14. T prepares her own performance objective, consisting of five
parts, as explained in Kibler, Barker and Miles, Behavioral Objectives
and Inst-uction, teach to elicit the behavior specified in the objective,
and writes to what extent the objective has been attained by listing the
names of the students who did and did not attain it. "Teach" in this
objective is understood to mean any form of teacher or student behavior
which is intended to cause learning.


